Abstract. Following ideas of Poonen, we use elliptic divisibility sequences to construct two subrings of the field of rational numbers, whose compositum is the field, and for which Hilbert's Tenth Problem is undecidable.
and background reading. In particular, the sets S so constructed are necessarily co-infinite.
Given the importance of Poonen's Theorem, it is worth investigating more closely the sets S for which Hilbert10 is undecidable. Besides the intrinsic interest, the hope remains that a solution for the rational field might be accessed through the rings Z S . It is not clear, from [18] , whether a finite union of such sets S will cover the set of all primes. In this paper we prove that two (possibly thinner) sets suffice. Write P for the set of all prime numbers. Theorem 1.1. There are two sets S, T ⊂ P with S ∪ T = P, such that Hilbert's Tenth Problem is undecidable for both rings Z S and Z T . Both of the sets can be chosen with arbitrarily small upper co-density.
Comment The proof of Theorem 1.1 will make it clear that infinitely many different pairs (S, T ) can be constructed.
Question Given sets S and T as in Theorem 1.1, any element q ∈ Q can be written
Does this allow some kind of 'lifting' of undecidability to the rational field?
In [16] , Kim and Roush resolved Hilbert's Tenth Problem for rings Z S when S consists of a single prime, using quadratic forms, much in the spirit of earlier work by Julia Robinson. Hilbert10 for rings Z S when S is finite follows from this result, see [19] . Poonen's result is important because, for the first time, it resolved Hilbert10 for certain rings Z S when S is infinite. Another extremely interesting feature was his use of elliptic curves.
Elliptic Curves
Let E denote an elliptic curve,
where a 1 , . . . , a 6 denote integers. Consult [3, 21] for the basic properties of elliptic curves. Suppose P ∈ E(Q) denotes a non-torsion rational point. The shape of the defining equation (1) forces some structure into the co-ordinates of P , enabling us to write
with A P , B P , C P denoting integers with gcd(B P , A P C P ) = 1. Writing nP for the n-th multiple of P according to the usual addition law on E,
with A n , B n > 0, and C n denoting integers with gcd(B n , A n C n ) = 1. This definition is flexible enough to extend to n ∈ Z with B 0 = 1 and
The sequence B = (B n ) is known as an elliptic divisibility sequence.
There has been considerable recent interest in the theory of elliptic divisibility sequences, [8, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 20, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 28 ]. An elliptic divisibility sequence B = (B n ) satisfies
In 1986, Silverman [22] proved an analogue of Bang's theorem, that the terms of elliptic divisibility sequence have primitive divisors for all sufficiently large indices. Bang's Theorem [1] proved the existence of primitive divisors for all terms of the Mersenne sequence beyond the 6th term. This theorem sparked a continuing interest in the existence of primitive divisors in various sequences, including the very important Lucas and Lehmer sequences [2] . The papers [10, 12, 13, 14] are concerned with primitive divisors in elliptic divisibility sequences but they also include a substantial amount of background material. In [10, 12, 13, 14] and the references therein, an argument is made for the intrinsic interest of results about primitive divisors, especially in light of the very strong uniform results which are frequently obtainable. However an important sub-text has always been the relationship between this theory and the theory of diophantine equations. This is made explicit, for example, in the case of Lucas sequences in [2] . The paper [18] is therefore of added importance because it uncovered a fundamental connection between the theory of elliptic divisibility sequences and diophantine equations.
In an apparently different direction, Chudnovsky and Chudnovsky [4] conducted some numerical experiments designed to test the likelihood that elliptic divisibility sequences might be a "source of large primes". The possibilities for prime values of elliptic divisibility sequences has been re-visited more recently, see [6, 7, 8] . The results in this paper draw upon techniques used in that enquiry and also feed back into it.
Proof of Theorem 1.1
Silverman's Theorem ensures that for all sufficiently large n, every term B n has a primitive divisor. More can be said.
Proposition 3.1. Given any integer t > 0, write q for the product of t distinct primes and let Q = qP . Write B = (B n ) for the elliptic divisibility sequence corresponding to Q. All terms B n , with n sufficiently large and coprime to q, have at least t primitive prime divisors.
A result of this kind was first pointed out in [9, Theorem 1.3], although it was not made explicit. It seems possible that this property is enjoyed by any elliptic divisibility sequences, for all sufficiently large indices n. This would imply, for example, that only finitely many terms of an elliptic divisibility sequence are prime. Although no proof that only finitely many terms B n are prime is known in general, proofs have been obtained in special cases, see [6, 7, 8] .
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Given q and Q = qP , write b = (b n ) for the elliptic divisibility sequence corresponding to P . Clearly B n = b qn for all n ≥ 0.
For any prime p|q, a primitive prime divisor l p of b qn/p is a divisor of b qn = B n by (3) . Assume that n is large enough to guarantee that l p is a prime of non-singular reduction. If gcd(q, n) = 1, we claim l p is actually a primitive prime divisor of B n . If not, then l p |B m , for some 0 < m < n. Replacing m by gcd(m, n) if necessary, we may assume m|n. The two congruences
together with the fact that l p is a primitive divisor of the first term, imply that qn p divides mq.
Since gcd(p, n) = 1, this forces n|m and hence m = n, a contradiction. For each of the divisors p|q, the numbers l p are obviously distinct.
The proof of Theorem 1.1 follows very easily from Proposition 3.1 using the following. Proof. If p(n) denotes the n-th prime then the upper density of the set V is bounded by the density of the set {p(tn) : n ∈ N}.
The density of this set is bounded by 1/t and this follows from the Prime Number Theorem. The result for V ′ is entirely similar.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume an elliptic curve E has been chosen with E(Q) =< P >≃ Z, and for which E(R) has only one real-connected component. For any t > 0, choose t distinct primes, write q for their product and replace P by Q = qP . Write B = (B n ) for the elliptic divisibility sequence generated by Q. By Proposition 3.1, for all sufficiently large primes l, B l has at least two prime factors and so does each term B ll ′ , where l, l ′ are distinct primes, except possibly for a finite number of pairs (l, l ′ ), provided neither prime divides q. Using Vinogradov's Theorem [27, Chapter XI], choose a set of primes {l i : 1 ≤ i ∈ Z}, distinct from those dividing q, such that
where l i P = (x i , y i ). For all sufficiently large n define p n to be the largest primitive prime factor of B n . Then define the complement of S, written S ′ , to be the set
Just as in [18] ,
with at most finitely many exceptions. It follows just as in [18] that Z has a Diophantine model in Z S and therefore (see [19] ), Hilbert's Tenth Problem is undecidable in Z S .
For all sufficiently large n, coprime to q, define p ′ n to be the second largest primitive prime factor of B n . As before, define T via its complement:
Clearly S ′ ∩ T ′ = ∅ so S ∪ T = P. In exactly the same way as before,
with at most finitely many exceptions. It follows just as in [18] that Z has a Diophantine model in Z T and therefore (see [19] ), Hilbert's Tenth Problem is undecidable in Z T . The upper density properties follow by choosing t sufficiently large.
